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Preface

DATESO 2014, the international workshop on current trends on Databases, Information Retrieval, Algebraic Specification and Object Oriented Programming, was held on April 16 – 18, 2014 in Roudnice nad Labem.

The 14th year was organized by Department of Software Engineering, FIT ČVUT Praha, Department of Computer Science VŠB-Technical University Ostrava, Department of Software Engineering MFF UK Praha, and Working group on Computer Science and Society of Czech Society for Cybernetics and Informatics. The DATESO workshops aim for strengthening connections between these various areas of informatics.


We wish to express our sincere thanks to all the authors who submitted papers, the members of the Program Committee, who reviewed them on the basis of originality, technical quality, and presentation. We are also thankful to the Organizing Committee Special thanks belong to Czech Society for Cybernetics and Informatics.

Our thanks go also to Pavel Moravec who, as copy editor of DATESO Proceedings, helped to prepare this volume and provided technical support for the conference preparation portal.
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